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This book was conceived in the aftermath of the rejection of the EU Constitutional Treaty in the French and Dutch referenda in May-June 2005. That event not only raised doubts about the future capability of the EU to act as a unitary body but also set aside, once more, all federalist expectations of a full political union, thus making it clear that, for the foreseeable future, the EU would be bound to work within the institutional settlement born out of the Maastricht Treaty (TEU) in 1991.

Popular opposition to the European Union was not new, since the TEU itself was ratified in 1992 with a tiny majority in France and initially rejected in Denmark. Yet the defeat of the Constitutional Treaty has shown that these were not isolated episodes and raised serious questions for responsible politicians, observers and scholars of the EU. It gave rise to a widespread uneasiness about the distortion of democracy and social welfare for which the TEU is held responsible. The usual charge is that the TEU has set up a federal state in all but name, thereby emptying national democracy of any substantive content.

Within a long-term perspective, there are good arguments to consider the EU rather as an (inadequate) answer to the crisis of national democracy than as its main cause. This does not exclude the possibility that the EU

---

1 Expanding its mandate to drafting a true EU Constitution for a prospective political union, the Convention chaired by Giscard d’Estaing had set its targets fairly high, although the final product was not as binding as many would have wished and the following IGC in the summer of 2004 smoothed its supranational peaks. Far from being a rupture with the TEU, the Constitutional Treaty which was eventually submitted to the French and Dutch voters aimed to simplify the institutional structure and to unify the various Treaties into a single legal framework. It also took into account the modifications of the TEU approved in Amsterdam which expanded the list of matters which could be decided by majority votes and modified the weighing of the Member States’ voting rights, also including the rights listed in the controversial Nice Declaration of Rights. It also gave institutional solutions to the coordination of foreign policy foreseen in the TEU through a Foreign Minister.
may even be seriously contributing to that crisis, but suggests a more nuanced differentiation between the merits and flaws of integration. To delve deeper into the Union, the authors of this book have chosen to look at its dynamics rather than – as many scholars of European integration usually do – its statics. From this vantage point the traditional opposition between intergovernmentalism and federalism appears less crucial than their interaction. It is not simply a question of striking the balance between two discrete units (national sovereignty vs. supranationalism) but rather of asking whether something original may have resulted from their interaction, such as when a chemical reaction builds a new molecule. Such undertaking goes, in some respect, against the mainstream.

In fact, the compromise for the Treaty Reform reached by the EU Council under the German Presidency in June 2007 might give rise to the feeling that national sovereignty is regaining importance. The arrangement – which will be signed in Lisbon in December 2007 – foresees the adoption of the bulk of the Constitutional Treaty with adjustments to EU decision-making processes, the extension of qualified majority voting and the inclusion of the Nice Declaration of Rights, whilst at the same time definitely setting aside the supranational symbols (the anthem, the hymn) and the idea of an EU federal State.

The compromise, which satisfies the desires of the Polish and British governments, will probably dissatisfy supranational advocates due to its marked intergovernmental tone. It can hopefully improve the EU’s legitimacy by expanding the role of national parliaments in EU law making, yet it is unclear whether this can remedy the discontent which resulted in the French and Dutch vetoes in 2005. The conferring of more power on weakened States might provide more grounds for conflict, and the introduction of a unilateral right to secede from the Union could have far-reaching consequences. An innovation as important as the relaxing of “qualified majority” rules should enter in force only in 2014. Worse still, until 2017 a minority of member states will remain entitled to block majority votes. The answer could come too late and overlook the substantive aspects that interest EU citizens.

It is interesting in this respect to consider more closely what moved the French and Dutch voters, a large number of whom hailed from the left. They did not necessarily object to a European Constitution, but rather the Draft Treaty’s claim to be a Constitution in liberal disguise. It is likely that opponents feared losing control over their domestic economies.

---

2 See Della Porta’s contribution in this book.
and welfare regulations, de facto abandoning their own Constitutions whilst locking themselves into a rigid Treaty that did not leave room for change.

The June compromise is likely to dissatisfy also the advocates of national sovereignty because it does not remedy the infringements of national constitutions of which the TEU has repeatedly been accused. On the contrary, by endowing the EU with legal personality, and providing the High Representative of the PESC, introduced by the Amsterdam Treaty in 1996, with the status of Commissioner and Vice-President of the Commission, it might further reduce states’ autonomy in social and foreign policy.

Nobody should question whether the integration of Central and Eastern Europe required a Treaty amendment, or whether the increasing heterogeneity of the EU now makes common decisions more difficult. What may be surprising instead is how little the inclusion of as many as twelve countries in 2004-2006 has altered the general lines of the agreements reached among the older twelve Western members from Maastricht, and how much the original hybrid Treaty is preferred to a fully constitutional alternative. Does the EU, in its present shape, have sufficient momentum to run an ever increasing number of countries in almost all key issues of state policy?

The question is whether the Maastricht Treaty was already a sort of Constitution and what impact it has had on member states.

The reader who seeks a full description of the EU activity should stop now and look for a comprehensive handbook. The studies here collected do not tackle a range of relevant issues, such as foreign policy, justice - two major fields of EU competence after Maastricht - social affairs and the environment, both because our scope was necessarily more limited and because these issues have been mostly confined into “intergovernmental” forms. Our attention has been focused upon what we regard as the supranational core of the TEU. Drawing on different disciplines, including law, political science, economics and history, we focus here on the four main supranational novelties of the Treaty: law-making beyond the state level; decision-making on governance and subsidiarity; the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU), and the new legal status of “European citizenship”. All of these have precedents, yet the question is whether their legal formalisation under the same roof has made a serious qualitative

---

3 See the references in Baquero’s and Ponthoreau’s articles.
difference from the previous Treaties: has the Maastricht Treaty established a new regime?

The most important field for EU supranational power and a source of tension for its legitimacy is seen here in the EMU. Only twelve countries entered the monetary union in 1992, which subsequently grew to thirteen after the accession of Slovenia in 2007, as against twenty-seven EU members, with the UK, Denmark and in 2003 Sweden opting out. This gap gives room for contending paradigms about the EU foundations and future. Theoretical standpoints have always encountered difficulties with a hybrid regime which is neither fully international nor national.

Since the signing of the Maastricht Treaty, the debate has moved away from both the early functionalist idea that integration would strip member states of their sovereignty and from the neo-realist assumption that the Community would be a servant of nation states. If sovereignty is being transformed in this process, there is something to learn from an empirical analysis which questions whether and how the supranational novelties of the Maastricht Treaty have shaped the relationship between the member states and the EU.

The book is organised into five parts which explore the aims of the TEU and its development over the past fifteen years. The first part deals with the settlement of national sovereignty in the Maastricht Treaty and its later interpretation by the ECJ and Constitutional courts. The second part assesses the meaning of EU governance, the constitutional role of EMU and its implications for Central European newcomers. The third part investigates the political and economic assumptions behind the EMU. The fourth part assesses the political and economic impact of the EMU in a language accessible to non-specialists. The fifth and final part deals with the introduction of European citizenship and its evolution as part of soft law. It also asks whether a new generation of “critical” European citizens is emerging and considers the prospects which this opens up for a European political sphere.

The book was completed as the Reform Treaty was under way. As far as possible, the authors have taken account of its features and general implications. However, its full effects will not be felt until its entry into force, due to occur - if ratification will be completed as scheduled – not earlier than 2009. Some of its clauses will become law only in 2014. Social scientists have never been in the business of forecasting. However,

we view the present circumstances as a sign of a deep change that has 
occurred in the integration process. Insofar as our opinion may be of any 
relevance, we think that the EU reform is not yet over. 

The Web sites quoted were active, if not otherwise specified, on 30 
October 2007.

Bari, Bolzano/Bozen and London, 30 November 2007
1. Premise

This introduction seeks to explain some of the reasons for the defeat of the Constitutional Treaty which emerge from the essays in this collection. It will suggest a historical constructivist approach which may overcome, if possible, the traditional quarrel between intergovernmentalism and supranationalism. To this end it shall briefly try to define what kind of polity the Union is, then going on to examine its political meaning through the category of “passive integration”, linking the legal and the political-economic features of the EC first and the TEU later. Thirdly, it will sketch out some elements of debate on the origins and functioning of the EMU which emerge from this book. Finally, it will examine the prospects of EU politicisation.

2. The EU as a Republic

European integration has long defied previous notions of state sovereignty and has since the days of the Coal and Steel Community been pursued with original supranational instruments. However, the Treaty of Rome did not arouse the same degree of popular opposition against the infringement of national sovereignty as the Maastricht Treaty did. Did the TEU, in historical and legal terms, mark a rupture from the previous path of European integration? In the opening essay, de Witte argues that in a long-term perspective the Maastricht Treaty appears as just one “milestone along the road of European constitution-making” but on closer inspection
the TEU “marked a watershed in the evolution of European law”. Not only has the “three pillars” architecture (the economic-monetary union with foreign policy and justice and social affairs) expanded the competences of the Union so far that there is no subject where the state is completely separable from the EU, but also the institutional form of the Economic and Monetary Union has modified the previous method of Community law-making (see Baroncelli’s essay).

Bruno de Witte provides a thorough historical overview of the various attempts, often forgotten in the literature, to consolidate the various Treaties of the Communities into a single instrument, from the Merger Treaty of 1965 to the Treaty Reform of 2007, including the steps which led to the Constitutional treaty. Throughout the process of integration he traces a tension between “supranational” pressures, originating with the Commission, and neo-realist Gaullist-like preferences to keep the various Treaties separate. The TEU opened the door to a compromise, which the Treaty Reform is about to complete, according to which legal unification is almost reached but the “intergovernmental” approach prevails and the Union absorbs the Community. The Union emerges as an undefined legal “entity”.

If measured against a federal state, the Union appears quixotic and irrational. States hold on to the power to decide on ultimate competences, which the German constitutionalists call Kompetenz-Kompetenz, whereas the supremacy of EC law is accepted (see Ponthoreau’s essay). Powers are unevenly distributed and this makes decision-making cumbersome. Yet it works and there are good reasons for it, which are not merely economic. In trying to make sense of the Union as a political venture, I would suggest provisionally setting aside the division, so predominant in the literature and in public opinion, between national sovereignty and the creation of a super state - not because it is irrelevant but because it forces the inquiry into pre-established paths and cannot provide any guidance as to the political meaning of the “entity”.

At the beginning of his essay de Witte suggests an alternative way – which I would like to take up – of dealing with the political content of constitutionalism, namely to look at the TEU as one product of the overall process of European integration. In this long term perspective, the break with nation-state sovereignty lies in the process itself rather than in a specific Treaty, whereas Treaties mark its internal phases. By “process” I refer to the well-known decline of the European nation state and the creation of a network of international bodies which occurred throughout the 20th Century, after which “the modern State (...) no longer exists.
Above all the criterion of modernity - the state-centred unity of people and power, of region and sovereignty - no longer appears to be valid.”

From a historian’s perspective, the working hypothesis that can be advanced is that the EU has emerged from a dual process: the “democratisation” of international relations, on the one hand, and the “rescue” of liberal democracy, on the other. The former is a global trend, relating to the well-known spread of democracy at global level, while the second refers to the danger for liberalism represented by the expansion of State intervention and collectivist ideologies which was particularly felt in continental Europe after the Great War and the 1929 crisis. European integration has been helpful at re-legitimating liberal capitalism after WWII. Between the end of the 1970s and the early 1980s this second process turned into an open challenge of liberalism to the State intervention in the economy that had rescued Western capitalism from collapse after 1945. The conflictual interplay between democratisation and liberal capitalism has turned the EU into a constitutional “regional” system.

If we were to take European integration as one of the most advanced experiments into the “constitutionalisation” of international law, as e.g. done by Weiler, we would grasp only the first aspect of this twofold process. Instead, we can also see in the most recent contradictions between the intergovernmental Union and the older “Community method” a product of the transformation of liberal democracy. Europe, which produced the modern state, is striving to produce a new form of polity that is not fully understandable within the old categories of international law, and the balance of which will not only be decided by its internal politics but also influenced by the outcome of an ongoing tension between a cosmopolitan world order and the rise of new global empires.

In the perspective set out above, the transitional “entity” can be grasped through the ideal-type of a multi-layered regional Republic. The concept of Republic (*res publica*), as suggested by others, applies to the Union in the ancient sense - that still used by Rousseau and Kant - of a political system that consents to law, provides for the formation of the general interest against the specific will of its individual members and has been endowed with the powers to place checks on the risky tyranny of the majority.\(^4\) The ideal-type encompasses the Union and the Communities without confusing the units with the whole, or the ideal with its reality.

The Republic defines a polity which aims at the survival of liberal democracy in the era of globalisation, overcoming nation-states as exclusive units of political and economic organisation. In setting up the Union, the TEU modified the institutional answers to the long-term crisis of sovereign democracy flowing from the establishment of the European Communities, and earlier still in the ECSC Treaty. The latter complemented national with functional representation, in part through the extension of neo-corporatist arrangements to a Community level, and in part by substituting them with consultation between public authorities and organised interests through technical committees, while vesting an independent Authority with executive power.\(^5\) The Republic on the other hand has developed a model in which Commission, Parliament, and Council share legislative power, whereas executive power is vested with several bodies such as the ECB, the Commission and the Council.

Thus the TEU recognises the long-term transformation of modern parliamentary European states as it formalises a *shift in the locus of power outside the representative system*. This does not automatically mean that it is anti-democratic. It is rather an original construction, with some affinity with the administrative state in the German tradition with a touch of French centralism. Democracy is encapsulated at state level and has an increasingly procedural meaning. Since 1993, democracy has been a requisite for accession, and can be regarded as an aspect of the *acquis*.


By extension, we can say that the foundations are democratic but the building is not. The relationship between democracy and Republic is not unproblematic and creates strains on both sides; at the same time it is a hidden engine of the EU institutional dynamics and opens up new opportunities to rethink liberal democracy.

As a result, the common opinion that there is a “democratic deficit” in the Republic appears at the same time to be a correct observation and yet an incorrect diagnosis. In order for a democratic deficit to arise, a democracy must be in place. Yet the EU is not a “sovereign democracy” nor is it likely to become one in the short term and should not necessarily be considered on that basis, even though it does result from a general pressure for democracy. Paradoxically, the democratic deficit applies to member states.

The Republic is instead a liberal, pragmatic and supposedly anti-ideological, construction. It seeks to correct the vagaries of popular will and moderate its disturbing effects on the stability of liberal capitalism.

---

6 The “Copenhagen criteria” stipulate that a country may become a member state if it has achieved: 1. Stability of institutions guaranteeing democracy, the rule of law, human rights and respect for and protection of minorities (political criteria); 2. The existence of a functioning market economy as well as the capacity to cope with competitive pressure and market forces within the EU (economic criteria); and 3. The ability to take on the obligations of membership including adherence to the aims of political, economic and monetary union (the ability to transpose the EU acquis).

7 “It is possible to disagree, first, on whether the Union should be democratic at all; second, on how far it should be rendered democratic through its own institutions or those of its member States; and third on what standards should be applied with what weights.” Lord, C., “Contested Meanings, Democracy Assessment and the European Union”, Comparative European Politics, 5 (2007): 78.

8 Anti-totalitarianism could be considered as a basic ideology below EU political culture. The widening of the Holocaust celebrations in the last years shows that, given the difficulty in identifying other common symbols for celebration, the condemnation of Nazi German violence is taken as the moral ground for a common identity which allows many EU members to brush aside their own fascist or collaborationist past. An implicit, and un-official, equivalence between Nazism and Soviet Socialism nourishes celebrative rhetorics. Thus totalitarianism is the only recognised enemy and prompts a permanent temptation to obscure the dramas of modernity and the conflicts within liberal democracy. The difficult relationship of EU countries with their past remains an obstacle to building a demos and reciprocal solidarity.

9 The debate on the weakness of parliamentary representation – which was very much alive within the post-war political elites that started European integration –
The project has enjoyed strong popular support because in the Western European countries throughout the 1980s and 1990s there was a widespread desire to overcome the class conflicts and ideological disputes which had divided domestic constituencies up to the late Seventies, whereas in the former Soviet satellites the desire to introduce individual freedoms, along with market and democratic reforms, had ultimately broken Socialist structures.\(^{10}\)

Such a meta-political body does not look for full sovereignty because it could not at present tolerate it. It is a crucial point within this reasoning that security has always largely lain beyond the reach of the European institutions. Defence was never completely in national hands, as neo-realist scholars of European integration implicitly assume: it was and still is located at another supranational level, under the control of the Great powers.\(^{11}\) Even after 1991 the EU countries have preferred not to bear the full cost of their defence and as long as they leave this function to the NATO it is unlikely that a European state will arise. After all, Republican legitimacy rests on the rejection of the notion of exclusive sovereignty, contained in several post-war European constitutions, and the expectation of social gains by political, financial and administrative elites with broad, though contested, popular support.\(^{12}\) European integration thus develops an enlarged notion of democracy, which gives priority to levels of consumption, social welfare and individual freedom over people’s

---


\(^{11}\) This is a point of disagreement with the neo-realist assumptions of Moravcsik, A., The Choice for Europe: Social Purpose and State Power from Messina to Maastricht. Ithaca: Cornell U.P., 1998.

power. The Republic hence suffers from a problem of ex-post legitimacy, rather than a deficit of democracy. In classical terms, it is rather government for than of the people.

The EU Republic is a peculiar legal institution, not a state-of-law but rather an estate-of-law: a contractual polity based on negotiated laws and regulations, whose main rationale is participating to the world market without jeopardising social stability. The acquis communautaire draws the political boundaries of a Republican enterprise which is called the “creation of a single internal market” and should produce an “ever closer union”. The acquis communautaire escapes normative definitions because it embraces agreements, informal decisions and compromises that do not necessarily fall under the jurisdiction of the ECJ. A historian has convincingly emphasised “the close connection between the use of the concept of the acquis and enlargement” and explained that the concept, elaborated in the 1960s, emerged formally at the Hague Conference in 1970 as an obligation for new members to accept previous acquisitions unconditionally, in particular as a guarantee to France that the UK’s entry would not turn the Customs Union into a free trade area and that agricultural protectionism would not be questioned.14 While the acquis encapsulates the neo-mercantilist core of the Common Market and preserves it against newcomers, its content is subject to contention as EU membership grows.

If so, the EU Republican polity may be divided between those who are tempted to tame domestic capitalism and those who prefer to give

13 “The Europe that we strive to build is a Europe intended in a democratic sense: this is one of the fundamental hinges of our associative conception. Democracy, as we intend it, means also necessarily a perspective of social development and justice to be achieved in liberty”. See Moro, A., “Democrazia, sicurezza e cooperazione obiettivi dei costruttori dell’Europa”, opening speech at the UEO Assembly, 22.6.1964, Relazioni internazionali, copy in Archivio Centrale dello Stato, Fondo Aldo Moro, s. 1, ss. 8, <http://www.archivionline.senato.it/GeaWeb/Objects_ACS/ACS%20MORO/01_08_0125/ACS_MORO_01_08_UA0125_0001.jpg>. As all the links of this essay, it was active on 30 september 2007.

market forces free rein. This very rough model gives a clue as to why the legislative power is not centrally vested in a single representative institution, namely the European Parliament (EP), which could enforce sovereign decisions.

Baquero’s chapter points out that this fragmentation only apparently protects member state sovereignty because national courts have accepted ECJ’s supremacy in the economic realm since the famous *van Geld and Loos* (1963) and *Costa* (1964) decisions. EU legal supremacy results instead in tensions between the uniform notion of European law nurtured by the ECJ (and the Commission) and national courts’ defence of special legal regimes in all fields other than economic integration. The TEU distinction between the three pillars has thus been consolidated by national Constitutional Courts.

Baquero deals at length with the important decision of the German Constitutional Court on the ratification of the Treaty, the so-called “Maastricht Urteil”. It stated that the expansion of EU power has reached the boundaries of state sovereignty and, given the limited democratic legitimacy of the EU, should not expand further. Baquero reviews the strong reactions of other Constitutional courts, in Denmark, France, Spain, Belgium, Austria and in new member states such as Poland, Cyprus and the Czech Republic. They have followed the German sentence with ominous implications for the uniformity of the EU legal regime. In his opinion, the legal consensus that allowed for the development of EC law supremacy has been called into question.

Baquero’s comparative review is persuasive as far as the dangers of this conflict are concerned, yet one might ask whether a return to “sovereignty” was really the threat. It is true that the Maastricht Urteil sees the TEU as problematic for state democracies. Nonetheless, it accepted the constitutionality of full economic and monetary integration, whilst putting a break on other fields where integration is much less advanced. Why is something acceptable in economics when it is not in justice and social affairs? Weiler has proposed a first explanation that Baquero seems to share: the German Constitutional Court has linked democracy with a cultural (ethno-linguistic) definition of “nation” and would regard incursions on to national identity as anti-democratic. This argument applies in part, though specifying that the German court did not exclude an evolution of cultural belonging beyond national boundaries and insisted more on democratic than on national requirements. In any case, the argument does not offer a full understanding as to why economic cooperation is not also regarded as a threat to national identity.
Baroncelli, who sheds light on the EMU exceptionalism in the constitutional architecture of the Republic, suggests an alternative explanation. She links up the special independence of the ECB, the Stability and Growth Pact, and the Maastricht Urteil. She emphasises that the German Supreme Court, rather than putting generic limitations on EU sovereignty, aimed rather at conditioning its content. The Court justified the constitutionality of EMU on the basis of the obligation to maintain price stability. The Maastricht Urteil created the legal room for a German Parliament’s right to reject future decisions of the EU Council, “envisaging the possibility of denying access to EMU for some states, where convergence criteria had not been adhered to in a sufficient manner”. The EMU had to respect monetary and price stability.

The suspicion arises that German legal culture has regarded European integration in the light of its compatibility with Germany’s highly productive social capitalist model and has threatened retaliation in the event of negative domestic consequences of surrender of the Deutschmark. It was not by chance that the Urteil attributed constitutional value to the Maastricht financial parameters, originally established for the transition to monetary unification.¹⁵ It thus widened the gap between those countries which could respect these parameters without substantial cuts in social welfare payments and others which could not. In this sense, one must agree with Baquero that the legacy of the Maastricht Urteil is loaded in that it reified state fiscal boundaries that were already part of an economic union, whilst also hampering majority decisions at the core of the Community.

In defending their sovereignty these national Constitutional Courts have actually sanctioned a hierarchy between more indebted and wealthier (and hence more efficient) states. Baroncelli shows that in France the Constitution was amended precisely because it was considered incompatible with certain TEU provisions, including in particular the EMU. The encroachment was accepted and the French courts did not impose conditions for the following of EMU policy (such as full employment or inflation rates), but rather anchored more flexibly the constitutionality of the EMU on to the general objectives of article 2 of the TEU, which included economic and social progress. One could argue that some Supreme Courts increased the costs of participation while others had to concede ground, although all were bargaining within an EU Republican logic. The courts of the wealthier states reserved to themselves the task of

¹⁵ See Baroncelli’s contribution.
reviewing the socio-economic effects of the TEU whenever Republican decisions might lower democratically established standards. They have taken for granted that the EU should protect economic interests, social rights and democracy, and have sought to raise the legal standards of the Republic to their domestic levels.

Beneath the conflict between “national sovereignty” and EU law supremacy we can discover a transnational Republican tension around social and economic policy. Contending claims for constitutional supremacy can coexist under the doctrine of “unity in diversity” if EU targets are shared. Ponthoreau reveals how national constitutional courts and the ECJ carve their autonomous legal sphere out of reciprocal recognition: most courts shrewdly recognise the supremacy of EC law as a product of their own legal orders. Thus the “national identity clause” works within the TEU as does the “European clause” in certain national constitutions. The first consequence of this constitutional pluralism is unclear: the legal order may increase conflict instead of solving it, and if an EU law were to violate the fundamental principles of a state constitution, then the Treaty would not be able to solve it and politics would have to intervene (what might ultimately not be so bad). The second one is clearer: the system can work if a common constitutional culture arises. On balance, Ponthoreau argues that the protection of “national identity” in the TEU is a sign of a weakness, that may force otherwise pluralist visions of national identity and history into legal and univocal definition. In the event, she suggests that British unwritten constitutionalism may be better than French normative tradition at building a European common legal order.

Out of this constitutional review a latent conflict emerges over the location of ultimate power which is dressed in old “sovereign” garb but has the substance of a quarrel on the reciprocal obligations enshrined in the TEU. Could such a conflict prompt the disintegration of the EU? Perhaps so, but it is not certain even then that a return to national sovereignty would be chosen. The Treaty Reform facilitates “enhanced cooperation” among clusters of member states, as already foreseen in the TEU, pointing towards another and more fragmented Republican settlement.

### 3. Passive Integration

Politically, the EU Republic can be regarded as a means for maintaining in place “passive integration”. By passive integration I mean a
process under which very different national capitalist economies can increasingly integrate and adapt to world competition without prompting direct political effects, thereby allowing continuity in domestic social hierarchies. Passive integration requires the severing of political economy from parliamentary politics, regulating the first in the international realm while leaving domestic issues to the latter (this model assumes a tension between national democracy and liberal capitalism). Passive integration characterised European cooperation from the very beginning and has substituted itself for a European bourgeoisie (perhaps today in formation), that is able to maintain a cultural hegemony over anti-market forces in the event of political unification. National political elites have had to cope with domestic resistance to liberal capitalism by externalising its negative effects upon the Communities. To the extent that passive integration allows for social change, it cannot neutralise politics completely but goes far enough to favour a smooth adaptation of power elites.

The concept draws on Gramsci’s “passive revolution”, by which national political elites control social transformation resulting from transition to new modes of production without eliciting revolutionary change.16 Passive integration has been one of the main political features of European integration since the late 1940s, when the idea of Europe legitimised German reintegration into liberal capitalism. Its success has been preserved by constitutionalising the common market. This positive legacy was partly maintained in the SEA and the TEU, as the latter had to strike a careful balance between the unification of the internal market and the maintenance of member states power structures. Adjusting passive integration to British resistance and the German model of shared sovereignty came with a price, however, consisting of a lack of political guidance in the Union.

In the language of EU scholarship, passive integration is couched in the well-known institutional asymmetry between negative and positive integration. Negative integration means the abolition of all obstacles to the internal market. Its basic elements were already contained in the Treaty of Rome. The supremacy of Community law finds its justification there and the ECJ could assert it from the 1960s onwards without eliciting any

---

16 Gramsci, A., *Quaderni del Carcere*. edited by Gerratana, V., Torino: Einaudi, 1975: 41 (Q. 1, par. 41). Gramsci applied that concept to the Italian Risorgimento, when – and here there is an element of analogy with European integration – a culturally defined ruling class was to cope with an extremely varied rural populace, which did not even share a common language.
serious opposition from the member states. Supranationalism is coupled with negative integration and, in contrast to federalist thinking, is the least democratic feature in the history of European integration. On the contrary, positive integration requires the agreement of national representatives in the Council of Ministers through intergovernmental decision-making and is more difficult to achieve. Intra-governmentalism is more open to voters’ pressure, but at the same time is less effective in establishing a “general interest” and is more prone to domestic and international contingencies.

Passive integration involves maintaining an asymmetry between these two forms of cooperation, in order to protect the liberal features of the supranational economic core from “irrational” changes of the democratic will. Passive integration was crucial during the Cold War, when transatlantic monetary and military cooperation first and European integration later subtracted powers from parliaments in which Communists and Socialists occupied important positions. At the outset, European integration was marked by anti-Communism in two ways. Domestically, it provided legitimacy to liberal economic policies; internationally, it favoured the US’ acquiescence in the building of a Western European competitor provided with special protections and economic privileges.\(^{17}\)

Several post-war democratic constitutions in Western Europe agreed to self-limitations of sovereignty with the intention of preventing war and fostering growth. European integration emerged during the Cold War as a political-economic cluster within a wider Western settlement led by the US and was essential to building an anticommunist Western Europe that was able to grow within a liberal economic order. Liberal capitalism might have otherwise been jeopardised by the extent of state intervention in the economy which accompanied the unprecedented growth of Western Europe from the late 1940s to the early 1970s. Arising from the ashes of a “European civil war”, passive integration has kept peace on the continent, assured prosperity and economic growth while preventing a relapse in to